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This study introduces a retirement decision into the classic Merton model. A
familiar result is that you should retire if and when the marginal utility of another
year’s wages is equal to the disutility of work. A new result is that at the point of
retirement your exposure to risky assets should not jump. Under power utility and
constant time preference, the retirement timing problem has a closed form
solution; the nine inputs to the formula in question give rise to nine comparativestatic results on retirement timing. Further specialization of preferences, to log
consumption utility and zero time preference, reduces the required number of
inputs to four. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: E21, G11,
J26. 䊚 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: retirement; life cycle model; optimal stopping problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fundamental questions in personal finance are deciding when to retire,
and whether to rebalance your portfolio at the point of retirement. These
questions are considered here within a theoretical life cycle setting. Highlighted are two closed-form solutions to the retirement timing problem.
One solution, based on power utility and constant time preference, identifies nine variables that could affect the retirement decision. The other
solution, based on log utility and zero time preference, sees the number of
variables reduced to four; this simplified formula is especially easy to
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interpret. Portfolio rebalancing, by contrast, is considered within a fairly
general setting, without resort to a specialized utility function.
The life cycle model is of an agent with rational expectations and full
current information. Its main antecedents are Merton Ž1969. and Bodie,
Merton, and Samuelson Ž1992.. The agent is free to retire at any time
during her maximum feasible span of working life, but cannot return to
work. The agent has no choice along any margin of labor supply apart from
retirement timing. This ‘‘zero-one’’ characterization of labor supply over
the life cycle was pioneered by Burbidge and Robb Ž1980., Fields and
Mitchell Ž1984., and Mitchell and Fields Ž1984..

2. A LIFE CYCLE MODEL
At the outset of working life the agent’s life cycle problem is to make
contingent plans for a retirement date R, consumption profile C Ž s ., and
proportionate exposure x Ž s . to risky assets that maximize
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where E0 is the expectations operator at the start of working life Žtime
zero., uŽ C Ž s ., s . is instantaneous utility from consumption, assumed concave in C, l Ž s . is the disutility of work, assumed deterministic,2 and T is
the agent’s death date, assumed known.3 Both uŽ C Ž s ., s . and l Ž s . are
assumed continuous in s. For simplicity, the objective Ž1. abstracts from
bequests.
Before retirement Ž0 F s - R ., the transition equation for nonhuman or
fungible assets F Ž s . is described by an Ito
ˆ process,
dF Ž s . s

Ž x Ž s . Ž ␣ y r . q r . F Ž s . q Y Ž s . y C Ž s . ds
q x Ž s . F Ž s .  dz Ž s . ,

Ž 2.

where ␣ is the instantaneous expected return to risky assets, r is the
return to safe assets Ž0 F r - ␣ .,  2 is the instantaneous conditional
2

This is readily generalized to the case of disutility of effort that is described by an Itô
process; see Stock and Wise Ž1990. for a related assumption Žin a discrete-time framework..
3
See Merton Ž1971. and Richard Ž1975. on the case of uncertain lifetimes.

